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History of urban planning There is evidence of urban planning and designed communities dating back to the
Mesopotamian , Indus Valley , Minoan , and Egyptian civilizations in the third millennium BCE.
Archeologists studying the ruins of cities in these areas find paved streets that were laid out at right angles in a
grid pattern. Beginning in the 8th century BCE, Greek city states were primarily centered on orthogonal or
grid-like plans. City planning in the Roman world was developed for military defense and public convenience.
The spread of the Roman Empire subsequently spread the ideas of urban planning. As the Roman Empire
declined, these ideas slowly disappeared. However, many cities in Europe still held onto the planned Roman
city center. Cities in Europe from the 9th to 14th centuries, often grew organically and sometimes chaotically.
But in the following centuries some newly created towns were built according to preconceived plans, and
many others were enlarged with newly planned extensions. In this period, theoretical treatises on architecture
and urban planning start to appear in which theoretical questions are addressed and designs of towns and cities
are described and depicted. During the Enlightenment period, several European rulers ambitiously attempted
to redesign capital cities. The industrialized cities of the 19th century grew at a tremendous rate. The pace and
style of this industrial construction was largely dictated by the concerns of private business. The evils of urban
life for the working poor were becoming increasingly evident as a matter for public concern. The laissez-faire
style of government management of the economy, in fashion for most of the Victorian era , was starting to
give way to a New Liberalism that championed intervention on the part of the poor and disadvantaged.
Around , theorists began developing urban planning models to mitigate the consequences of the industrial age
, by providing citizens, especially factory workers, with healthier environments. At the beginning of the 20th
century, urban planning began to be recognized as a profession. The Town and Country Planning Association
was founded in and the first academic course in Great Britain on urban planning was offered by the University
of Liverpool in Many planners started to believe that the ideas of modernism in urban planning led to higher
crime rates and social problems. Theories of urban planning Planning theory is the body of scientific concepts,
definitions, behavioral relationships, and assumptions that define the body of knowledge of urban planning
[16]. There are eight procedural theories of planning that remain the principal theories of planning procedure
today: Technical aspects of urban planning Technical aspects of urban planning involve the applying
scientific, technical processes, considerations and features that are involved in planning for land use , urban
design , natural resources , transportation , and infrastructure. Urban planning includes techniques such as: In
order to predict how cities will develop and estimate the effects of their interventions, planners use various
models. These models can be used to indicate relationships and patterns in demographic, geographic, and
economic data. They might deal with short-term issues such as how people move through cities, or long-term
issues such as land use and growth. They formulate plans for the development and management of urban and
suburban areas, typically analyzing land use compatibility as well as economic, environmental and social
trends. In developing any plan for a community whether commercial, residential, agricultural, natural or
recreational , urban planners must consider a wide array of issues including sustainability , existing and
potential pollution , transport including potential congestion , crime , land values, economic development,
social equity, zoning codes, and other legislation. The importance of the urban planner is increasing in the 21st
century, as modern society begins to face issues of increased population growth, climate change and
unsustainable development. An urban planner could be considered a green collar professional.
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Modern city planning was born from the reformers dream of ending the overcrowding and decay caused by
industrial and population growth in the 19th century. Many people during this time were disgusted by the
congestion and squalor of the cities. Urban planning was found to be the best solution to all these problems.
Some of the models were put forth by city planners to accomplish this objective. They are discussed in the
following paragraphs. Concentric model of a city based on demography was proposed by Robert E. Burgess
and Roderick D. McKenzie in their work, The City. This model suggests that a city begins with a business
district in the centre and is surrounded by a transition zone, filled with a low income, high crime area. Around
this transition zone is the working class residential zone, followed by the middle class residential zone, and at
the end is an upper class residential zone. This model was, however, criticized for being simplistic and for
failing to accurately describe cities other than Chicago. The linear city was built in an elongated form. Here,
the city consists of a series of functionally specialized parallel sectors. A linear city usually runs parallel to a
river and is built in such a way that the dominant wind blows from residential areas to the industrial strip. The
sectors of a linear city could be as follows: A purely segregated zone for railway lines. A zone of production
and communal enterprises, with related scientific, technical and educational institutions. A green belt or a
buffer zone with major highway. An agricultural zone with gardens and state-run farms. There should be a
provision for adding new sectors as and when the city expands ever longer without growing wider. Earnst
May, a famous German functionalist architect, formulated his initial plan for Magnitogorsk, a new city in the
Soviet Union. Sector model, a modification of the Concentric Model, was proposed by economist Homer Hoyt
in This model was based both on urban land-use pattern and on demography. Hoyt accepted the existence of
business district at the core, but suggested that various groups expand outward from the city centre along
railroads, highways and other transportation arteries. He also recognized that various transportation routes
including railroads, waterways and highways that connected the cities were based on urban accessibility.
Based on the above observation, Hoyt theorized the following: Cities tend to grow in wedge-shaped
patternsâ€”or sectorsâ€”emanating from the core business district and centred on major transportation routes.
Higher levels of access meant higher land values; therefore many commercial activities would be carried on in
the central business districts, but manufacturing units would be developed in a wedge surrounding
transportation routes.
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Other professions deal in more detail with a smaller scale of development, namely architecture, landscape
architecture and urban design. Regional planning deals with a still larger environment, at a less detailed level.
The Greek Hippodamus is often considered the father of city planning, for his design of Miletus, though
examples of planned cities permeate antiquity. The Indus Valley civilization is recognized as having been the
first to develop urban planning. By BC some pre-Harappan settlements grew into cities containing thousands
of people who were not primarily engaged in agriculture, creating a unified culture whose sudden appearance
appears to have been the result of planned, deliberate effort. Some settlements appear to have been
deliberately rearranged to conform to a conscious, well-developed plan. For this reason, the Indus Valley
civilization is recognized as having first developed urban planning. In ancient times, Romans used a
consolidated scheme for city planning, developed for military defense and civil convenience. Effectively,
many European towns still preserve the essence of these schemes, as in Turin. The basic plan is a central plaza
with city services, surrounded by a compact grid of streets and wrapped in a wall for defense. To reduce travel
times, two diagonal streets cross the square grid corner-to-corner, passing through the central square. A river
usually flows through the city, to provide water and transport, and carry away sewage, even in sieges. Modern
city planning embraces the organization, or conscious influencing, of land-use distribution in an area already
built-up or intended to become built-up. Many of the concepts of real-life Urban and City planning have been
incorporated into the SimCity games. Introduction to American Municipal Government[ edit ] In the United
States, municipalities such as cities, towns, or villages are the level of local government below that of the
county although many states also have civil townships which are a separate type of government below the
county level but distinct from municipalities. A third form, the City Commission government, was once
common but has fallen out of favor. A partial list of some of the more common rights and responsibilities of a
municipality include: Municipal governments are usually divided into several administrative departments,
depending on the size of the municipality. Though municipalities differ in the division of responsibility, the
typical arrangement is to have the following departments handle the following roles: Urban planning and
zoning: Parks and recreation department: Also, operation of various recreation programs and facilities. This
department often operates as a regional entity with its own tax authority and governmental structure. Being
named in a lawsuit may mean the municipality is a defendant, plaintiff, jointly with another entity or just by
itself. Typical legal actions include: If the municipality has a public bus or light rail service, this function may
be handled by its own department or it may be folded into another of the above departments or a
special-purpose authority may be established to administer services applicable to multiple municipalities.
SimCity Concepts and Objectives[ edit ] Many of the concepts used in modern urban planning, as well as
municipal government, have been carried into SimCity. The objective of SimCity, as the name of the game
suggests, is to build and design a city, without specific goals to achieve except in the scenarios, which
typically require the player to achieve a certain population or bank balance in a given period of time. The
player can mark land as being zoned as commercial, industrial, or residential, add buildings, change the tax
rate, build a power grid, build transportation systems and many other actions, in order to enhance the city.
Also, the player can face disasters: Later disasters included lightning strikes, volcanoes, meteors and attack by
extra-terrestrial craft. How many Sims are in a city Simoleans: You spend this whenever you do something.
Some give you money "Legalized Gambling" allows gambling, however, all casinos have to pay you , others
take money. They also have different effects on your population, and will make some happy and others mad.
The basic unit of measure in SimCity. Also refers to the isometric "squares" in the game. This is where Sims
will build. The three main types are Residential, Commercial, and Industrial. Each Zone has different effects:
A tile that allows Sims to get from one place to another. They are obviously connected to each other. People
will only build a certain amount of Tiles from a transportation tile.
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Background[ edit ] The modern origins of urban planning lie in the movement for urban reform that arose as a
reaction against the disorder of the industrial city in the midth century. Urban planning exists in various forms
and it addresses many different issues. Alternatively, it can concern the massive challenges associated with
urban growth, particularly in the Global South. Examples of these factors include: Other, less common, but
nonetheless influential groups included governmental officials, private developers, and landscape architects.
Through the strategies associated with these professions, the rational planning movement developed a
collection of techniques for quantitative assessment, predictive modeling, and design. Due to the high level of
training required to grasp these methods, however, rational planning fails to provide an avenue for public
participation. In both theory and practice, this shortcoming opened rational planning to claims of elitism and
social insensitivity. In keeping with the rising power of industry, the source of planning authority in the
Sanitary Movement included both traditional governmental offices and private development corporations. In
London and its surrounding suburbs, cooperation between these two entities created a network of new
communities clustered around the expanding rail system. In both communities, architects Raymond Unwin
and Richard Barry Parker exemplify the elite, top-down approach associated with the rational planning
movement by using the planning process to establish a uniform landscape and architectural style based on an
idealized medieval village. From Britain, the rational planning movement spread out across the world. In areas
undergoing industrialization themselves, British influences combined with local movements to create unique
reinterpretations of the rational planning process. Together, these two factors yielded the influential planning
aesthetic known as "Tower in the Park". In the United States, Frank Lloyd Wright similarly identified
vehicular mobility as a principal planning metric. However, where Le Corbusier emphasized design through
quantitative assessment of spatial processes, Wright identified the insights of local public technicians as the
key design criteria. Throughout both the United States and Europe, the rational planning movement declined
in the later half of the 20th century. By focusing so much on design by technical elites, rational planning lost
touch with the public it hoped to serve. Key events in this decline in the United States include the demolition
of the Pruitt-Igoe housing project in St. Louis and the national backlash against urban renewal projects,
particularly urban expressway projects. Lane describes synoptic planning as having four central elements:
However, the problem was that the idea of a single public interest still dominated attitudes, effectively
devaluing the importance of participation because it suggests the idea that the public interest is relatively easy
to find and only requires the most minimal form of participation. The rational model is perhaps the most
widely accepted model among planning practitioners and scholars, and is considered by many to be the
orthodox view of planning. As its name clearly suggests, the goal of the rational model is to make planning as
rational and systematic as possible. Proponents of this paradigm would generally come up with a list of steps
that the planning process can be at least relatively neatly sorted out into and that planning practitioners should
go through in order when setting out to plan in virtually any area. As noted above, this paradigm has clear
implications for public involvement in planning decisions. It is often considered as part of community
development. In addition, marginalized groups have an opportunity to participate in the planning process. This
incremental approach meant choosing from small number of policy approaches that can only have a small
number consequences and are firmly bounded by reality, constantly adjusting the objectives of the planning
process and using multiple analyses and evaluations. Etzioni suggested that organizations plan on two
different levels: He posited that organizations could accomplish this by essentially scanning the environment
on multiple levels and then choose different strategies and tactics to address what they found there. By the late
s and early s, planners began to look for new approaches because as happened nearly a decade before, it was
realized that the current models were not necessarily sufficient. As had happened before, a number of different
models emerged. Lane notes that it is most useful to think of these model as emerging from a social
transformation planning tradition as opposed to a social guidance one, so the emphasis is more bottom-up in
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to the normal training planning process, participation was a central goal. For the first time, the public was
encouraged to take on an active role in the policy setting process, while the planner took on the role of a
distributor of information and a feedback source. One of the central goals is mutual learning where the planner
gets more information on the community and citizens become more educated about planning issues. It
concerns itself with ensuring that all people are equally represented in the planning process by advocating for
the interests of the underprivileged and seeking social change. A plurality of public interests is assumed, and
the role of planner is essentially the one as a facilitator who either advocates directly for underrepresented
groups directly or encourages them to become part of the process. Grabow and Heskin provided a critique of
planning as elitist, centralizing and change-resistant, and proposed a new paradigm based upon systems
change, decentralization, communal society, facilitation of human development and a consideration of
ecology. Bargaining model[ edit ] The bargaining model views planning as the result of give and take on the
part of a number of interests who are all involved in the process. It argues that this bargaining is the best way
to conduct planning within the bounds of legal and political institutions. Decisions are made first and foremost
by the public, and the planner plays a more minor role. Communicative planning The communicative
approach to planning is perhaps the most difficult to explain. It focuses on using communication to help
different interests in the process understand each other. The idea is that each individual will approach a
conversation with his or her own subjective experience in mind and that from that conservation shared goals
and possibilities will emerge. Again, participation plays a central role under this model. The model seeks to
include as a broad range of voice to enhance the debate and negotiation that is supposed to form the core of
actual plan making. In this model, participation is actually fundamental to the planning process happening.
Without the involvement of concerned interests there is no planning. In fact, public participation is largely
influenced by how planning is defined, how planning problems are defined, the kinds of knowledge that
planners choose to employ and how the planning context is set. Prior to , Urban Planning was seldom
considered a unique profession in Canada. Town planning focused on top-down processes by which the urban
planner created the plans. The planner would know architecture, surveying, or engineering, bringing to the
town planning process ideals based on these disciplines. They typically worked for national or local
governments. Urban planners were seen as generalists, capable of integrating the work of other disciplines into
a coherent plan for whole cities or parts of cities. A good example of this kind of planner was Lewis Keeble
and his standard textbook, Principles and Practice of Town and Country Planning, published in Community
organizers and social workers are now very involved in planning from the grassroots level. Many recent
developments were results of large and small-scale developers who purchased land, designed the district and
constructed the development from scratch. The Melbourne Docklands , for example, was largely an initiative
pushed by private developers to redevelop the waterfront into a high-end residential and commercial district.
Recent theories of urban planning, espoused, for example by Salingaros see the city as an adaptive system that
grows according to process similar to those of plants. They say that urban planning should thus take its cues
from such natural processes. The urban figure, namely buildings, are represented as total possible building
volumes, which are left to be designed by architects in following stages. The urban ground, namely in-between
spaces and open areas, are designed to a higher level of detail. The contents of the carrier structure may
include street pattern, landscape architecture , open space, waterways, and other infrastructure. The infill
structure may contain zoning , building codes , quality guidelines, and Solar Access based upon a solar
envelope. In carrier-infill urban design or urban planning, the negative space of the city, including landscape,
open space, and infrastructure is designed in detail. The positive space, typically building site for future
construction, are only represented as unresolved volumes. The volumes are representative of the total possible
building envelope, which can then be infilled by individual architects.
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Overview of Planning Hari Srinivas Japanese planning systems is a complex set of ingredients covering legal
and legislative controls, plan-making, land use planning, zoning, control over population density etc. Planning
in Japan is carried out at three levels - national, regional and local. The First Plan was approved in The high
growth of industrial activity following the World War II caused excessive concentration of population and
industry in the larger metropolitan regions, leading to both overcrowding and to socio-economic decline in
rural areas. With complementing regional development plans, the Growth Pole development strategy was
adopted to encourage the development of industrial cities away from the existing large metropolis. Fifteen new
industrial cities were designated from through Prefectural level plans covered such issues as industrial
development targets, population, land use, roads, harbours, factory sites, and housing. The emphases and
strategies in national plans has also to be seen in the context of various economic strategies and changes in
employment structures that took place during this period, which led to sustained economic growth. For
example, the share of primary industry declined from During this period, higher economic growth was
pursued by encouraging heavy and petrochemical industries in the Pacific Coast areas. A notable government
policy was the National Income Doubling Scheme, and its target was achieved in , two years before the
deadline. Measures were also taken to relocate industries from over-concentrated areas "removal areas" to less
developed areas "promotion areas". The Third Plan set forth a settlement scheme which put emphasis on the
creation of self-contained quality environments for human habitation, in the form of "comprehensive
development projects for human habitation". This emphasis was seen as a supportive strategy to the industrial
development plans of earlier plans. The Fourth Plan current differs from earlier plans with its emphasis on the
National Capital Region NCR and its positive role that it plays in the development of Japan as a whole.
Growth in population, a strong industrial growth coupled with globalization and information-driven economy,
and heavy investment in social infrastructure characterized the period until The Fourth Plan covers the period
from to the year 15 years. This strategy envisaged the development of the NCR as a national and international
centre of political, economic and cultural activities. Regional Planning Japan is broadly divided into eight
regions. The plans for NCR and the Kinki Region contain important strategic policies and projects,
particularly industrial location control in central built-up areas, the development of industrial sites in suburban
areas, large-scale new town plans, and the construction of metropolitan motor way networks. Green belts and
other provisions in restricting physical urban expansion made under the First Plan could not be established leading to planned urban development while preserving some of the green areas. Most regional development
acts were enacted in the s with industrial and infrastructure provisions for special areas throughout the country.
The Industrial Relocation Promotion Act of , for example, specifies regions to which industry should be
relocated and provides special financial assistance and tax incentives. Regional strategies underwent major
changes as the population of Tokyo and three prefectures of southern Kanto of which Tokyo forms a part
jumped from The first plan covered an area of km radius, and was modeled after the Greater London Plan of
It emphasized restriction of new construction that contributed to population concentration; development of
green belts; and establishment of industrial areas in the suburbs. But many of these strategies could not stand
the force of population increase and high economic growth. The Plan shifted the emphasis from physical
restriction of growth to that of promoting planned urban development. Further accent was provided for these
strategies in the Plan taking into account the increases in population. Safety and environmental capacity,
expansion of urban areas, housing and industrial development received prominence in these plans. The NCR
Basic plans promotes a number of projects including motor ways, rapid transits, new towns, and water
resource development projects. As with the NCR Basic Plans, the basic strategy is to encourage dispersal of
population and industry from built-up areas to surrounding suburban and urban development areas. The Kinki
Region, however, is rich in history and culture - and thus heritage conservation and preservation form
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important ingredients in the basic plans. This is complemented by further reinforcing the multi nuclei regional
structure, and revitalization of regional economies with international linkages and information industries. City
Planning Outline "City Planning" in Japan As cities in Japan grew in response to economic growth, the
efficient construction and maintenance of urban infrastructure became an important issue in City Planning,
covering allocation of spaces, and the safety and welfare if its residents. In Japan, urban and rural dichotomy is
not clearly defined within the City Planning framework. City planning in Japan stipulates the basic provisions
for the planned development of urban areas. They include I the types and standards of city planning, ii
planning procedure, iii planning control and iv urban development projects. Details of regulations and
planning practices are specified in separate legislation. For instance, the Building Standard Act regulates
building activities in accordance with the zoning plan, and the Land Consolidation Act provides legal
procedures for land consolidation projects on sites specified in the authorized city plans. The City Planning
Act of forms the basis for city planning in Japan. The main features of this Act include - Effective land-use
control: Development permission system was also introduced to provide sufficient level of infrastructure in
development of building land. Functional city panning areas: This formed a common basis within which a
prefectural governor makes plans involving more than one municipality. Delegation of power to local
governments: Power to effect city planning was initially vested with the Minister of Construction under the
Act. This was delegated to the Prefectural Governors under the Act. City plans involving more than one
municipality are made by the Governor, while other plans are made by the municipalities. City plans are
decided principally by local authorities of cities, towns and villages, and by the Prefecture Governor for plans
that require integrated planning on prefectural basis. Exception are cases which stretch over more than two
prefectures, where city plans are to be decided by the Minister of Construction. Local City Planning Councils
are established in prefectures, cities towns or villages for this purpose. An original draft plan is prepared and
explained to the public. The Draft Plan is then opened for public opinions and concerned municipalities. This
results in a Proposed City Plan. A public notice is issued, and submission of written opinions are invited from
the public for two weeks. The Local Planning Council is constituted for implementation. Approval from the
Minister of Construction is sought in coordination with concerned Ministries. The Final City Plan is then
implemented. Within urban areas, there are primarily to types of regulations - a development permission
system which regulates the location and form of development, and the building confirmation system which
regulates the use and structural safety of building.
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